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(finishing up our “All About Arguments” discussion) 
 

A common theme linking many of the fallacies we covered is that                               
they make unwarranted, questionable assumptions. 
 

 

•  “An assumption is a claim that is taken for granted,                                                     
for which no proof is given or argument made.” (Carroll 2015) 

Ø Every argument makes some assumptions.  
Ø These need not all be proven true, but they should should be warranted. 

•  “A warranted assumption is . . . either known to be true                                        
or is reasonable to accept without requiring an argument to support it. 
–  Since a good argument must be based on true or reasonable assumptions,  

•  it follows that arguments based upon false or questionable assumptions        
are not good arguments. 

•  A questionable assumption is one that is controversial                                        
and one for which there is no general consensus                                              
among the vast majority of those with the appropriate knowledge or experience.  

–  Note that “a claim does not become questionable just because you or    
anyone else questions it; otherwise all claims would be questionable.” (ibid.) 
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Responding to Arguments 
 

If you identify a problem with an argument,                                   
you can raise an objection against it. For example:  
 

–  This argument is not convincing, since the author 
equivocates on the meaning of ‘laws’.  

–  This argument misleads readers by exhibiting 
Confirmation Bias in the selection of the sources           
for the defense of its conclusion. 

–  This argument fails to support its conclusion because    
its reasoning is an instance of the Post Hoc fallacy. 

 

•  An objection may motivate you to suggest a revision,  
–  where you give different premises                                  

in support of the same conclusion,  
–  and/or show that the original premises                 

actually support a different conclusion.  

•  …or it may motivate you to pose a counterargument,  
–  where you give your own premises                                 

in support of the opposite conclusion.  3	  



Consider this argument:  
 

A*. Barack Obama is the best President the U.S. has ever had, given that 
he made affordable healthcare insurance available to all Americans.  

 
 

Ø Sample revisions to this argument might be:  

A+. Barack Obama is the best President                  
the U.S. has ever had, given that he expanded 
marriage rights and made affordable healthcare 
insurance available to all Americans.  
 

A-. Barack Obama is not the best President            
the U.S. has ever had, given that he made affordable 
healthcare insurance available to all Americans. 

 

Ø A sample counterargument might be:  

B. Barack Obama is not the best President              
the U.S. has ever had, given that he has failed to 
curb police brutality against people of color.  
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Now, onto our unit on Meta-Ethics:  
•  the investigation of the nature of morality. 

Today’s lecture will introduce some puzzles about:  
 

•  moral metaphysics (what kind of things                        
moral facts, principles, and values are) 

–  Harman will motivate us to ask: 
•  Do any moral principles correspond to moral facts?  
•  Do moral facts even exist? 

•  moral psychology (what mental processes                     
we go through in moral decision-making) 

•  Do we have an innate sense of right & wrong,              
or do we have to learn concepts of right & wrong? 

•  When we make moral judgments, do we use the 
rational part of our mind, or the emotional part? 

We will continue to consider various perspectives on     
each of these questions throughout this unit of the course. 5	  



Gilbert Harman’s (1938 – present) essay                        
“Ethics and Observation” (from The Nature of Morality) 
investigates morality by comparing & contrasting it to science. 

Harman invites us to compare moral principles                 
(e.g., “It is wrong to harm innocent animals”) to hypotheses. 
 

–  (In science, a hypothesis represents                                      
an educated guess about what the world is like. 
•  One tests a scientific hypothesis through observation & 

experimentation, and thereby confirms or disconfirms it.) 
 

 

Harman asks,  
Ø can we determine whether or not                     

moral principles are correct or incorrect           
using observation & experimentation? 

»  He suggests that we cannot, 
»  which implies that moral principles                  

are significantly different in kind                        
from scientific & mathematical facts. 
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Take a scientific principle,                                                                        
like “DNA carries a cell’s genetic code”. 
 

Ø  This can be tested by posing it as a hypothesis,                                    
constructing experiments, collecting data, and analyzing results. 

 

Now consider a moral principle,                                                              
like “if you are given a choice between                                                                  
five people alive & one dead or five people dead & one alive,  
you should always choose to have five people alive & one dead                          
rather than the other way round.” 
 

Ø  How do we test whether or not this is correct? 

–  Constructing an experiment seems risky:  
»  we don’t want to make people do things that we end up concluding  

are morally unacceptable, just for the sake of confirming                    
that such actions really are unacceptable. 

 

Ø When a real experiment is either unfeasible or undesirable, 
philosophers come up with thought experiments, 
»  where a fictional scenario is used as a tool                              

to help us draw conclusions about difficult issues. 
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Harman says, 

“It would seem that in this case 
you, the doctor, would be        
right to save the five and             
let the other person die.” 
 
 

“…but in this case,                
surely you must not sacrifice    
this innocent bystander,           
even to save the other patients.” 
 
 

(So, the principle that                
it’s better to have five people alive 
& one dead is both confirmed & 
disconfirmed by particular cases.) 
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Some thought experiments                     
lend support to particular    
moral principles            
(confirming their correctness), 
 
 

…but other thought experiments 
supply evidence against the  
same principles (disconfirming 
them with a counterexample). 
 



In using thought experiments to evaluate a moral principle,  
“we compared an explicit principle with our feelings                                   
about certain imagined examples.” (Harman 31) 

•  But as Harman’s examples show,                                                                   
thought experiments are often inconclusive:  
–  different scenarios prompt different (and sometimes conflicting) conclusions. 
–                                         

•  Another problem is that it’s not clear what our feelings                                              
about these hypothetical cases represent: 

Ø  Is your feeling that an action is wrong                                                        
evidence that the action is objectively wrong                                                  
(as a matter of fact, independent of anyone’s belief system)? 

•  (This possibility is hard to defend, because it’s clear                                             
that different people have different feelings                                                 
about the rightness and wrongness of actions: 

–  How could each of these different feelings                                                 
be taken as evidence for an objective moral fact?) 

Ø  …or is your feeling just evidence that the action is wrong according to the 
moral theory (set of beliefs about right & wrong) that you personally hold? 
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•  It seems more likely that: 
–  your feeling is just evidence that the action is wrong according to the           

moral theory (set of beliefs about right & wrong) that you personally hold. 
 

•  And if your feeling only indicates what is right & wrong                                         
within a particular moral theory, 

Ø you might believe that there can be discrepancies                                
between one’s moral theory & the moral facts: 

»  moral realism = belief in the existence of objective moral facts, 

•  where “objective” means existing independently of                    
all human thoughts & beliefs. 

 

Ø ...or you might believe that there are no moral facts – only moral theories. 
»  moral anti-realism = belief that there are no objective moral facts 

•  Note that moral anti-realists don’t necessarily                         
deny the existence of moral facts altogether;  

•  they only deny that there are objective moral facts                                
– which leaves open the possibility of subjective moral facts. 

•  Moral relativism (which we will consider next class)           
is a view according to which communities produce        
their own subjective moral facts. 10	  



Lessons so far from Harman’s discussion: 
 

 

•  Thought experiments can’t necessarily help us        
determine whether a particular moral principle                  
is correct or incorrect. 

–  Seems like we ought to rely on some other method                  
to evaluate moral principles. 

•  Harman will next ask us to consider what we learn       
from moral observation (as opposed to experimentation). 

•  Our feelings about particular moral cases                   
cannot help us determine                                              
which of two moral-metaphysical views                                
(realism vs. anti-realism) is accurate. 

–  It’s obvious that we all have feelings about                     
whether particular actions are right or wrong, 

–  but it is far from obvious whether or not                              
there are any moral facts, compared to which                         
our individual feelings could be correct or incorrect. 
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Maybe gathering observational data                           
(by observing real-life moral situations)                       
can help us to confirm or refute moral principles. 
 

•  But Harman raises a concern about this approach:      
“You can observe someone do something,                     
but can you ever perceive the rightness or wrongness     
of what he does?” 

–  The idea here is that rightness & wrongness are      
not part of the data we gather through observation, 

•  but rather judgment calls we make about actions,  
•  or features that we attribute to actions,   

depending upon how our moral theory shapes  
our interpretation of what we see. 

 

–  (Compare this to the common idea that            
“beauty is in the eye of the beholder”:  
»  i.e., beauty is not something that 

objectively exists in objects,                   
but rather is a feature that we ascribe    
to things we value in a certain way.) 12	  



Harman elaborates: 

•  “If you round a corner and see a group of                                                        
young hoodlums pour gasoline on a cat & ignite it,  

–  you do not need to conclude that what they are doing is wrong;  
–  you do not need to figure anything out;                                                         

you can see that it is wrong.  

Ø But is your reaction due to the                                                            
actual [objective] wrongness of what you see,  

Ø or is it simply a reflection of your moral ‘sense,’ a ‘sense’ that                 
you have acquired perhaps as a result of your moral upbringing?” 

Two things to note here: 
•  Moral judgments are often quick, & don’t seem to involve much deliberation, 

–  which raises a question for moral psychologists:                                             
how we can arrive at something as complex as a moral judgment so rapidly? 

•  Are moral judgments innate or learned? 

–  Moral nativists believe that we have inborn, instinctual mechanisms               
for judging right & wrong actions. 

–  Moral empiricists believe that we learn how to judge right & wrong actions 
during our lifetimes, either by imitating others or through explicit training. 
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Harman says that it’s hard to tell on what basis         
we perceive burning a cat to be wrong. 
 

•  This is because “there are no pure observations”,       
unimpacted by our existing set of beliefs about              
how the world works. 

–  Instead, “observations are always ‘theory laden.’  
–  What you perceive depends to some extent on the 

theory you hold, consciously or unconsciously.” 

•  (Harman is endorsing a view about perception,   
widely-held among philosophers, 
psychologists, and neuroscientists: 

–  that it doesn’t just involve                   
taking in sensory information                
from the outside world,  

–  but rather requires interpretation of          
that information, in light of our     
previously-acquired knowledge & beliefs.) 
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Harman thinks that (unlike thought experiments)                
“observation can be used to confirm or disconfirm moral theories”. 
 
 

 

•  Say you believe that “It is wrong to harm innocent animals”,            
because your moral theory prohibits unnecessary harm: 

–  If you then see burning the cat as wrong,  
•  then your moral theory has been confirmed                                

by your observation (they are consistent with one another). 

–  If instead you see burning the cat as morally acceptable       
(in conflict with your moral theory): 

•  then you either can doubt your observation                                 
and continue to hold your moral theory, 

•  or you can take your observation as evidence that                                          
your moral theory was wrong and needs to be revised,  

–  (perhaps to something like                                                      
“In some circumstances it is ok to harm innocent animals”) 
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Sometimes a change in our moral theories 
can change the apparent rightness or 
wrongness of the actions we witness. 
 

•  E.g., Lisa Simpson began to see     
eating meat as wrong,                       
after many years of viewing it as 
perfectly normal and acceptable. 

–  video: bit.ly/1XgPSiE               
(2:45–3:17, 4:20–7:41) 
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Harman thinks there is a crucial difference                                                     
between moral & scientific observation, though: 
 

•  there are different standards by which scientific hypotheses                          
and moral principles are confirmed as correct. 

–  A scientific hypothesis is confirmed when 
•  what you observed is explained by a fact about the world,          

corresponding to your hypothesis. 

–  E.g., the hypothesis that “DNA carries a cell’s genetic code”                   
is confirmed when the fact that DNA carries a cell’s genetic code 
explains why scientists observed certain puzzling phenomena 
»  (like that one strain of bacteria gained the traits of another strain 

when both strains were put into contact;                                    
bacteria can trade DNA with one another via horizontal transfer) 

–  A moral principle is confirmed when  
•  what you observed is explained by a psychological fact about you,           

the observer (namely, that you hold certain moral beliefs). 

Ø Facts about the world are irrelevant to explaining                                       
why you saw x as right or wrong. 
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So, just as thought experiments couldn’t help us settle whether or not any 
objective moral facts exist (the debate between moral realists & anti-realists), 
	  

Ø  whether or not there are objective moral facts                          
cannot be settled through moral observation. 

–  We can only see in accordance with our moral theory, 
–  and can never make “pure observations” about human actions, 

through which we could see things objectively. 

•  As Harman puts it,  

–  “…a person’s observation that setting the cat on fire is wrong 
can be explained without assuming that there is such a thing 
as wrongness:  

»  …Indeed, an assumption about moral facts               
would seem to be totally irrelevant to the explanation      
of your making the judgment you make.  

»  It would seem that all we need assume is that you have 
certain more or less well-articulated moral principles   
that are reflected in the judgments you make,           
based on your moral sensibility.” (33) 18	  



Harman explains,   
 

•  “The fact that you made a particular moral observation 
when you did does not seem to be evidence about   
moral facts,  
–  only evidence about you and your moral sensibility.  

•  Facts about protons can affect what you observe,  

–  since a proton passing through the cloud chamber 
can cause a vapor trail that reflects light to your eye  
in a way that, given your scientific training and 
psychological set, leads you to judge that              
what you see is a proton.  

•  But there does not seem to be any way in which the 
actual rightness or wrongness of a given situation can 
have any effect on your perceptual apparatus. 

Ø In this respect,                                               
ethics seems to differ from science.” (33) 
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Final lessons from Harman’s essay: 
 

•  Moral principles don’t help us make sense of human actions. 
 

–  Unlike scientific principles, they don’t explain what we see: 

•  “It is wrong to harm innocent animals” certainly   
doesn’t explain why hoodlums would burn a cat. 

–  Instead, moral principles have a different purpose:  

•  presumably, to capture how we want to the world to be, 
•  or how we think people should behave in order to 

achieve certain objectives (like justice, community 
stability or survival, etc.) 

•  It’s hard to say how we could determine                                           
whether or not there are objective moral facts. 

–  Neither thought experiments nor moral observation      
seem to help us with this puzzle. 

•  Maybe looking more concretely at the possibility of 
moral relativism will help us figure this out. 
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